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Abstract: The cultivation of research thinking in graduate students is crucial to the development of pathology in the future. This research
explores the training of postgraduates in systematic research thinking, including improving their professional basic knowledge structure and
establishing their professional pathology system; to promote their mastering system scientific knowledge; develop postgraduates’ interest in
scientific research and innovative thinking; encourage them to participate in academic activities, to enhance exchanges between graduate students;
to promote their pragmatic and scientific research behavior; thereby continuously enhance the pathology graduate students’ research ability.
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Introduction
Pathology is a comprehensive discipline which based on
anatomy, histology embryology, physiology, biochemistry, clinical
medicine and other disciplines, and the actual study of disease
etiology, pathogenesis and pathology. Pathology can be divided into
human pathology and experimental pathology, where experimental
pathology is based on animal models of disease or in vitro cultured
cells as a material for medical research. Pathology graduate students
should not only master a solid theoretical knowledge of pathology,
but also actively participate in scientific research, pathological
diagnosis and other practical activities, training and training their
own research thinking, and gradually self-improvement through
study and practice to become an outstanding pathology successor.
1. The importance of scientific thinking training for
pathology postgraduates
A pathology postgraduate must have a good scientific research
thinking as a basic research ability. Pathology graduates through
systematic and rigorous research thinking training will enable
themselves to obtain good research ability, and stimulate their own
research potential, to promote the development of pathology
disciplines. According to the research features of pathology,
pathology postgraduates need to constantly improve their own
knowledge reserve structure, lay a solid foundation for scientific
research and develop their own good scientific research thinking; at
the same time, on the basis of strict logical thinking, Of the ability to
analyze and solve problems, using their own research thinking to
carry out graduate research practices, the independent completion of
graduate dissertations and thesis defense is crucial (Sun & Chen,
2012).
2. Research thinking training for pathology postgraduates
Systematic scientific thinking training for Pathology
postgraduates, including improving the professional basic
knowledge structure, establishing a pathological professional system;

mastering scientific research; cultivating interest in scientific
research and encouraging innovative thinking; encouraging
participation in academic activities and strengthening exchanges
among postgraduates; seeking being pragmatic and standardizing
scientific research and constantly improving the scientific research
capabilities of pathology postgraduates.
2.1 Improving the basic knowledge structure and establishing
a professional pathology system
In order to expand the postgraduates' knowledge, teachers can
explain influential pathology textbooks and research papers,
introduce and transfer the frontier hot topics in the discipline to
postgraduates so as to establish the professional basic knowledge
structure of postgraduates. The main task of the postgraduate
supervisor is to focus on developing the abilities of postgraduates to
independently study the subject knowledge, pay more attention to
guiding the postgraduates' interest in the subject, and give timely
thought to their thinking (Wang, Zhan & Zhang, 2013). Pathology
postgraduates in the process of training, should learn the basic
pathology, experimental pathology, general pathology, molecular
biology, tumor pathology, pathology and other basic research
methods and other specialized courses. They also need learn some
basic medical research methods, such as medical research methods,
cell culture and immunohistochemistry courses, to further improve
the basic knowledge of pathology structure, the establishment of
professional pathology system.
2.2 Mastering scientific research system
Scientific research is a constant exploration of new knowledge
in a field of specialization. Starting from current existing knowledge,
scientific research is seeking information through various traditional
and authoritative methods. When we truly understand the knowledge
in this field and discover the fault of knowledge, through continuous
collection, integration of information, combined with their own
experimental conditions, experimental design (Jin & Liu, 2012).
Pathology postgraduates should take the initiative to think about
the process of knowledge generation, training habits of thinking,
thereby enhancing their ability to detect problems, paving the way
for independent research in the future. In the research of scientific
research, the graduate students are required to master a series of
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method steps in the experimental research, such as the method of
experimental design, the determination of the experimental precision
and the modification of the experimental scheme, as well as the
recording and processing of the experimental results, so that the
graduate students can master the entire scientific research system:
① Review the relevant literature to clarify the purpose of the
experiment; ② experimental program design, project opening
report, the design of the program to be realistic, based on existing
laboratory conditions and laboratory staff to determine the
experience; ③ pre-experiment, pre-experiment can For the formal
experiment to provide the best choice of experimental materials, to
explore the best experimental conditions, accurate control of
irrelevant variables, in order to lay a solid foundation for the conduct
of formal experiments; ④ According to the results of the
pre-experiment, adjust and modify the experimental design to
determine the final experimental program, and then conduct a formal
test; ⑤ collect and organize experimental data for statistical
analysis; ⑥ summarize the writing papers, the final submission
(Huang, Wang & Huang, 2011). Pathology graduate students’
scientific thinking is reflected through the process of scientific
research to complete a study on a subject, and accordingly write a
dissertation and dissertation defense.
2.3 Cultivating scientific research interest and encouraging
innovative thinking
In order to ensure the consistency of the research team's
research direction, during the training pathological graduate students'
interest in scientific research, the supervisors must make the perfect
connection between the graduate's point of interest and the team's
main research direction. Postgraduate supervisors can guide
postgraduates to put forward their scientific research ideas with
research value according to their main research directions and
encourage postgraduates to design their own research topics
independently. Mentors are responsible for guiding and modifying
them, and finally discuss and approve them through relevant
reviewers. After the graduate student has designed a new subject and
passed the project, the graduate student must be responsible for the
implementation of his subject. The graduate supervisor and other
members in the team should provide support for graduate students'
smooth development of related topics, equipment and experimental
techniques, etc. Progress and problems need to be regularly reported
to instructors and teams, team members to discuss and solve (Wang,
He & Ren, 2015). In order to obtain high-quality scientific research,
we must have innovative thinking, and the first source of innovation
is interest. Therefore, it is of vital importance to cultivate pathology
graduate students' interest in participating in scientific research so
that graduate students can get in touch with the team's research
direction in depth, which will help them to further understand the
value and significance of their research so as to arouse the
enthusiasm and interest of graduate students in participating in
scientific research and to encourage innovative thinking so as to
continuously explore actively.
2.4 Encourage participating academic activities and
strengthen exchanges among postgraduates
Supervisors should encourage pathology graduate students to
actively participate in domestic and international academic
presentations and conferences, as well as the school's various
academic lectures, seminars, etc. These scientific activities not only
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broaden the horizons of graduate students on the one hand, on the
other hand to improve the graduate student's knowledge structure,
training research thinking ability, enhance the potential of graduate
development and other aspects, which have an important role in
postgraduate life-long learning for the future and continue to develop
a good foundation (Wang, Tu, Wang, 2012). When postgraduates
participate in various research and academic activities, because of
the same position among graduate students, and thus more intimate
with each other, they can speak their minds, think together, inspire
their own scientific research inspiration and effectively solve some
difficult problems encountered in the scientific research process.
Through these pro-active participation process, training graduate
students' ability to coordinate and promote common progress among
graduate students (Chai, Feng & Chen, 2016).
2.5 Seeking truth and regulating research behavior
Cultivating pathology graduate students pragmatic academic
training, cannot be separated from the academic moral education.
Pathology graduate students in scientific research should uphold the
principle of resolutely resist fraud, seek truth from facts, and actively
explore and pragmatic. For violations of academic ethics should
promptly detect, and seriously handle and standardize scientific
research, which truly cultivate excellent research talent (Li & Liu,
2005).
Conclusion
In short, in order to adapt to the development of today's
medicine, pathology graduate students in the new century need not
only to have a complete pathological knowledge, but also to have a
solid scientific research ability in order to become an outstanding
pathology professional.
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